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Uvlalautaq. Uvanga atiga Saagulik. Uvanga Iggiagrum panaai Abbe-lu. Aapaga 

Qikiktagrumingaruk. Aakaga Anchoragemingaruk. Quvaisuktunga maniitunga uvlupak. 

Good morning. My name is Elizabeth Saagulik Hensley. I am the daughter of Willie 

Iggiagruk Hensley of Kotzebue, Alaska and Abbe Hensley of Anchorage, Alaska. I am 

grateful to be here tqaddress the Permanent Forum. 

I give thanks every day for being bora into the amazing legacy of the Qikiktagruk 

Inupiaq people. Unfortunately, appreciation for indigenous roots in Alaska has not 

always been commonplace. Colonizers settled in the Qikiktagruk region in 1897 and thus 

began the disappearance of many aspects of Alaska's many indigenous cultures. 

The flat tundra plains and mountain corridors of Northwest Alaska vibrate with a 

language foreign to our land. Not a single all Inupiaq-speaking community exists in 

Alaska. When I was seventeen-years-old, my desire to learn Inupiaq was so strong that I 

moved to Greenland where the Inuit language is still the primary language spoken. Many 

Alaska Native peoples hear the resonance of brutal words drilled deep into their brains by 

schools designed to "civilize" and continue to suffer from government policies that call 

for the mastering of the English language but ignore indigenous languages or, at best, 

teach them as foreign languages. The ignoring of our languages* is detrimental to our 

confidence as peoples and severs ties between indigenous youth and our ancestors. When 

I speak Inupiaq, I become the echo of the first Inupiaq person who spoke. The ignoring of 

our languages insults the wisdom conveyed through our beautiful languages which 

cannot be accurately translated into English. 



Alaska Natives feel the danger of the disappearance of our languages staring us in the 

face, and we are beginning to organize: in two Inupiaq villages, community members 

have established Inupiaq language immersion schools, and others are in the development 

process. However, the immersion schools find little financial support and therefore serve 

only a small minority of the students interested in attending the schools. Parents are left 

no choice but to send their children to English-speaking public schools designed for 

Euro-American students, not ours. 1 dream of a day when every Native child in Alaska is 

taught in one of our many indigenous languages, from pre-school through graduate 

school. 

My heart clenches and tears flow when my father tells me about the school experience 

that caused him and most others of his generation to suppress their mother tongues, 

negatively affecting their identity as Native people. Fifty years have passed since that 

time, and the new generation yearns to shed the coat of shame our parents and 

grandparents wore. To cultivate prosperous indigenous peoples, I respectfully request that 

the Permanent Forum support and lobby for the establishment of institutions where 

indigenous peoples can rejoice in the cultures our ancestors diligently delivered to us, 

where we can express the sentiments of our hearts in our own tongues, and where our 

confidence as indigenous peoples thrives. If efforts to revive our Native languages are not 

taken now, the languages will die with my father's generation. The youth understand our 

responsibility, and our hearts and minds are ready. Quyana. Thank you. 


